
Dear Educator,

As you and your class get ready for summer, 
let us help with summer reading suggestions 
and guiding questions to keep young minds 
active while school is out. From classics to 
contemporary fiction, from action/adventure 
to humor, from animal protagonists to 
human ones, there’s a book inside for every 
middle-grade reader. Wherever they’re going 
this summer, your students can bring their 
imaginations along with these stellar reads.

Happy Reading! 

Illustrations © 2016 by Booki Vivat
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Guided Reading Level O
Pb 978-0-38-070956-4
Tr 978-0-06-246454-5

Ramona Quimby, Age 8 by Beverly Cleary

About the Book
Ramona likes being big enough to be counted on, but must everything depend on her? 
Mrs. Quimby has gone back to work so that Mr. Quimby can go back to school, and Ramona 
is expected to be good for Mrs. Kemp while her parents are away, to be brave enough to 
ride the school bus by herself, and to put up with being teased by Danny the Yard Ape.  
In Ramona’s world, being eight isn’t easy, but it’s never dull!

Guiding Questions
1. What adjectives would you use to describe Ramona Quimby?

2. In what ways is Ramona Quimby like you? In what ways is she different from you?

Guided Reading Level P
Pb 978-0-38-073148-0
Tr 978-0-68-816086-9

Sideways Stories from Wayside School by Louis Sachar 
About the Book
There was a terrible mistake . . . Wayside School was built with thirty classrooms one on 
top of the other, thirty stories tall! (The builder said he was very sorry.) That may be why 
all kinds of funny things happen at Wayside School, especially on the thirteenth floor. 
You’ll meet Mrs. Gorf, the meanest teacher of all; terrible Todd, who always gets sent home 
early; and John, who can read only upside down—along with all the other kids in the crazy, 
mixed-up school that came out sideways.

Guiding Questions
1. Every school, organization, group, or family is probably a little “sideways” sometimes. 

What are some funny things about your own school or family that you like? What are 
some funny things that drive you crazy?

2. Imagine a new character who would fit in with the cast at Wayside School. What is he  
or she like? Why would he or she fit in so well?

Guided Reading Level Z
Pb 978-0-06-076090-8
Tr 978-0-06-076088-5

One Crazy Summer by Rita Williams-Garcia 

About the Book
Eleven-year-old Delphine is like a mother to her two younger sisters, Vonetta and Fern. 
She’s had to be, ever since their mother, Cecile, left them seven years ago for a new life in 
California. When they arrive from Brooklyn to spend the summer of 1968 with her, Cecile is 
nothing like they imagined. While the girls hope to go to Disneyland and meet Tinker Bell, 
their mother sends them to a day camp run by the Black Panthers. Unexpectedly, Delphine, 
Vonetta, and Fern learn much about their family, their country, and themselves during one 
truly crazy summer.

Guiding Questions
1. How would you describe Delphine’s relationship with her sisters? How is it like your 

relationship with your sibling(s) or like the relationships of siblings you know? How is  
it different?

2. Do the sisters find what they were looking for on their trip to Oakland? Why, or why not?
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Charlotte’s Web by E.B. White 
About the Book
“Some pig.” These are the words  
in Charlotte’s web, high in  
the barn. Her spiderweb  
tells of her feelings  
for a little pig  
named Wilbur,  
as well as the  
feelings of  
a little girl  
named Fern  
. . . who loves  
Wilbur, too.  
Their love has  
been shared by  
millions of readers.

Guiding Questions
1. In chapter 5, Charlotte explains that she must “live by my wits.” What does she mean 

by this? Think of examples of people living by their wits. In what ways do you live by 
your wits?

2. In chapter 18, Charlotte writes “humble” in her web. What does humble mean? Is this an 
appropriate word to describe Wilbur? How does Wilbur respond when he wins the prize 
at the fair? Who do you know that could be described as “humble”?

Guided Reading Level R
Pb 978-0-06-440055-8
Tr 978-0-06-026385-0

Guided Reading Level U
Pb 978-0-06-196279-0
Tr 978-0-06-196278-3

Inside Out & Back Again by Thanhhà Lai 

About the Book
Hà’s life in Saigon isn’t perfect: Father’s missing and war makes things more expensive each 
day, plus she’s the youngest child (and a girl!) in a family of boys. But she loves Vietnam 
with its tastes and smells, and loves the promise of growing things like the papayas in her 
tree. When her family joins the refugees to travel to America, Hà is mad: she has to pretend 
to like other people’s food, learn English with its inexplicable plurals, and fight off other kids 
on the playground. Inside Out and Back Again is the poignant story of her year full of changes, 
small victories, and poetry. 

Guiding Questions
1. What did you know about Vietnamese culture before reading the story?  

What are some of the things you learned as you read? 

2. Why does Hà love papaya so much? What might the fruit represent  
for her? How is that the same or different than what the chick  
means for Brother Khôi? Do you have an item in your life  
that’s symbolic to you? 

.
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Guided Reading Level Z
Pb 978-0-06-231170-2 (On sale 6/7/16!)

Tr 978-0-06-231169-6

The Swap by Megan Shull 

About the Book
Ellie spent the summer before seventh grade getting dropped by her best friend since forever. 
Jack spent it training in “The Cage” with his tough-as-nails brothers and hard-to-please 
dad. By the time middle school starts, they’re both ready for a change. And just as Jack’s 
thinking girls have it so easy, Ellie’s wishing she could be anyone but herself. Then, BAM! 
They swap lives—and bodies! Now Jack’s fending off mean girls at sleepover parties, while 
Ellie’s reigning as The Prince of Thatcher Middle School. As their crazy weekend races on—
and their feelings for each other grow—Ellie and Jack begin to wonder if maybe the best 
way to learn how to be yourself is to spend a little time being somebody else.

Guiding Questions
1. If you could change places with anyone in your life, who would you choose? Who 

would you not want to change places with? Why?

2. Read the book or watch the movie Freaky Friday. How are The Swap and Freaky Friday 
different? How are they similar? 

Guided Reading Level W
Pb 978-0-06-440517-1
Tr 978-0-06-023334-1

Walk Two Moons by Sharon Creech 

About the Book
As Sal entertains her grandparents with the outrageous story of Phoebe Winterbottom, 
her own story begins to unfold—the story of a thirteen-year-old girl whose only wish is 
to be reunited with her missing mother. In her own award-winning style, Sharon Creech 
intricately weaves together two tales, one funny, one bittersweet, to create a heartwarming 
and compelling journey.

Guiding Questions
1. Sal’s father sometimes tells her she’s “trying to catch fish in the air” (p. 107). What  

does this figure of speech mean? How does it apply to Sal? Do you ever find yourself 
trying to catch fish in the air?

2. “In the course of a lifetime, there were some things that mattered.” (p. 247). What does 
Sal think those things are? What do you think they are?

Guided Reading Level X
Pb 978-0-06-174267-5
Tr 978-0-06-174266-8

Ungifted by Gordon Korman 

About the Book
When Donovan Curtis pulls a major prank at his middle school, he thinks he’s finally gone 
too far. But thanks to a mix-up by one of the administrators, instead of getting in trouble, 
Donovan is sent to the Academy of Scholastic Distinction, a special program for gifted  
and talented students. Although it wasn’t what Donovan had intended, the ASD couldn’t 
be a more perfectly unexpected hideout for someone like him. But as the students and 
teachers of ASD grow to realize that Donovan may not be good at math or science (or just 
about anything), he shows that his gifts may be exactly what the ASD students never knew 
they needed. 

Guiding Questions
1. What role does fate play in Donovan’s selection to the Academy for Scholastic 

Distinction? How does fate also come into play with his removal from the school?

2. How do the titles of the chapters written from Donovan’s point of view sum up his 
character and personality? What other “un” words could be used to describe Donovan? 
What “un” words could be used to describe you?
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Guided Reading Level U
Pb 978-0-06-054074-6

Loser by Jerry Spinelli 

About the Book
Just like other kids, Zinkoff rides his bike, hopes for snow days, and wants to be like his dad 
when he grows up. But Zinkoff also raises his hand with all the wrong answers, trips over  
his own feet, and falls down with laughter over a word like “Jabip.” Other kids have their 
own word to describe him, but Zinkoff is too busy to hear it. He doesn’t know he’s not  
like everyone else. And one winter night, Zinkoff’s differences show that any name can 
someday become “hero.”

Guiding Questions
1. Donald experiences being a winner when every player on his soccer team receives  

a trophy, and then he decides to give his trophy to his friend Andrew. How do you 
think Donald feels after giving his trophy away? What is special about Donald’s behavior 
as a winner, and how does it challenge the idea that winning is best?

2. How does Donald respond when his classmates tease him? Our experiences are affected 
by the meaning we give to them. Think about an example in your own life when you 
refused to accept a negative comment from another. (If you cannot think of an example, 
try it out sometime!)

Guided Reading Level T
Pb 978-0-06-440184-5
Tr 978-0-690-01359-7

Bridge to Terabithia by Katherine Paterson 

About the Book
Jess Aarons has been practicing all summer so he can be the fastest runner in the fifth grade.  
And he almost is, until the new girl in school, Leslie Burke, outpaces him. The two become 
close friends and spend most days in the woods behind Leslie’s house, where they invent  
an enchanted land called Terabithia. One morning, Leslie goes to Terabithia without Jess  
and a tragedy occurs. It will take the love  
of his family and the strength that  
Leslie has given him for Jess to  
be able to deal with his grief.

Guiding Questions
1. This story is about two  

friends. Is having friends  
important? What  
qualities make  
someone a good  
friend? Think  
about the  
qualities you value  
in your own friends.

2. The main characters in  
Bridge to Terabithia have  
a secret place they go to.  
Do you have a secret  
place—a place where you  
can go to be by yourself?  
Can your secret place  
be imaginary?
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Guided Reading Level Z
Pb 978-0-06-053094-5
Tr 978-0-06-053092-1

The Graveyard Book by Neil Gaiman 

About the Book
Nobody Owens is a normal boy, except he lives in a sprawling graveyard and has been 
raised by ghosts and a guardian who belongs to neither the world of the living nor the dead. 
There are adventures in a graveyard for a boy—an ancient Indigo Man, a gateway to the 
abandoned city of ghouls, and the strange and terrible Sleer. There are dangers though, 
too, and if Bod leaves the graveyard, he may fall prey to the man Jack, who has already 
murdered Bod’s entire family.

Guiding Questions
1. The graveyard is populated with characters we typically think of as evil. Think about 

how Gaiman plays with this idea, particularly in the characters of Silas, Miss Lupescu, 
and Liza Hempstock. What do these characterizations suggest about human nature?

2. If you were charged with casting actors for a movie version of The Graveyard Book,  
who would you choose to play each of the main characters?

Guided Reading Level R
Pb 978-0-06-199227-8
Tr 978-0-06-199225-4

The One and Only Ivan by Katherine Applegate 

About the Book
Ivan, an adult male silverback gorilla, has been living in captivity for twenty-seven years, 
most of that time on display at the Exit 8 Big Top Mall and Video Arcade, along with Stella, a 
wise older elephant, and Bob, a sassy stray dog. Julia, the janitor’s daughter, helps Ivan with 
his artistic efforts. But when Mack, the owner of the mall, introduces a baby elephant named 
Ruby, Ivan sees his captivity for what it is. Realizing that Ruby needs more freedom, Ivan 
assumes his rightful place as a leader and secures a better future for himself and his friends. 

Guiding Questions
1. Think about the theme of belonging in this story, from the point of view of each of the 

characters. What is the meaning of belonging for each of them? What does the idea of 
belonging mean to you?

2. Have you read about or seen other stories of unlikely  
friendships among different animal species?  
How many can you find? What are the  
strangest pairings you’ve discovered?  
Would you consider any of  
your own friendships  
unlikely pairings? 
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Guided Reading Level P
Pb 978-0-06-226814-3
Tr 978-0-06-226812-9
Lb 978-0-06-226813-6

The Year of Billy Miller by Kevin Henkes 

About the Book
Billy’s mom is a teacher and his dad works at home as an artist, spending his days finding 
objects he can use for his found-art sculptures. When Billy begins second grade, he is scared 
and unsure of how he will perform in school. To make matters worse, there is a new girl 
who sits at his table, and she constantly criticizes him. As the school year progresses, Billy 
Miller does well and overcomes his insecurities. He helps his dad with a unique found-art 
idea, he makes a true-to-life bat cave diorama, and he writes his mom the perfect poem. 
The Year of Billy Miller proves to be the best year Billy could have hoped for. 

Guiding Questions
1. How does Billy decide who to write his poem about? Why does he choose his mother? 

Who in your own life would you choose?

2. Collect some small items that you find interesting and unique (hint: you can ask your parents 
to help you look in the garage, attic, or drawers!). Once you have a collection you’re happy 
with, use glue, cardboard, string, and other art supplies to make a found-art sculpture.

Guided Reading Level K
Pb 978-0-06-009277-1 (On sale 5/3/16!)

Tr 978-0-06-009275-7

Nuts to You by Lynne Rae Perkins 
About the Book
Squirrels Jed, TsTs, and Chai are the very best of friends. So when Jed is snatched up by 
a hawk and carried away to another realm, TsTs and Chai resolve to go after him. New 
communities are discovered, new friends are made, huge danger is encountered, and the 
mysteries of squirrel culture are revealed. (Did you know that squirrels are steadfast and 
fun-loving?) Nuts to You is illustrated by the author in black-and-white on every page 
and includes an introduction, an epilogue, and funny footnotes throughout. It is a lively, 
thought-provoking story about the power of friendship and the importance of community.

Guiding Questions
1. Jed and TsTs are good friends with distinct personalities. What is each of them like? 

How are they similar and different? What do they like about each other?

2. The three friends and Tchke brainstorm about how to convince the squirrels to move. 
What does each one of them contribute to the plan? How do their contributions 
reflect their personalities?

Guided Reading Level T
Pb 978-0-06-201978-3  

(On sale 5/3/16!)
Tr 978-0-06-201972-1

The Turtle of Oman by Naomi Shihab Nye 

About the Book
Aref does not want to move from his native Oman to spend three years in Michigan, where 
his parents will be studying. Unhappy about leaving his familiar city, his friends, and his 
cat, Aref stalls his packing and feels miserable; but during his last week at home, Aref’s 
grandfather, his beloved Sidi, takes him on adventures in the countryside and in his own mind 
to help them both accept the impending departure. When the week is over, Aref has learned 
much about his home, his grandfather, and the importance of patience.

Guiding Questions
1. Why does everyone in Aref’s family make lists? What do their lists mean to each of them? 

What do their lists tell you about their different personalities?

2. Aref wonders, “What makes a place your own? What makes a home a home?” (p.116). 
How does his grandfather help him to answer these questions as they spend their week 
together? How would you answer these questions?
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For more teaching resources, reading suggestions, and behind-the-book information, please visit www.harperstacks.com! 
Permission to reproduce and distribute these pages has been granted by the copyright holder, HarperCollins Publishers. All rights reserved. 

 

Summer Reading Tips to Share with Parents

1. Read every day. Set aside time each day for your child to read, and set a good example by reading 
during that time yourself, as well!

2. Read out loud. Try letting your child read to you, or to a pet or even a favorite toy. 

3. Location, location, location. Keep things interesting by choosing different places for your daily 
reading time—in the backyard, front yard, at a park, on the beach, at the library, etc. 

4. Start a book club. Read the same book your child is reading, and talk with him or her about it to 
help develop comprehension and analytical skills. 

5. All choices are good choices. Encourage the reading habit by letting your child choose his or her 
own reading material, even if it’s popular fiction or something else that may not be your first choice.

6. Listen up. Give audiobooks a try! The whole family can listen to them together at home or in the 
car, or your child can listen solo with headphones.

7. The library is your friend. Take your child to the library regularly, and while you’re there collect 
information about any summer reading clubs, activities, or events they offer. Most libraries have 
programs with easy-to-reach goals and age-appropriate reading lists!

8. Try a variety. In addition to books, encourage your child to read magazines (older children can read 
the newspaper, as well!). Some suggestions to help expand their horizons and their vocabularies: 
National Geographic Kids, Odyssey, Time for Kids, Ranger Rick, Highlights for Children, and Sports 
Illustrated for Kids. 

9. Read everywhere! No matter where you take your child, read aloud traffic signs, billboards, and 
anything else you see. If you’re going on a longer trip, teach your child how to read a map and let 
him or her help navigate by reading you directions. 

10. Record it. Encourage your child to collect souvenirs (postcards, photos, ticket stubs, etc.) throughout 
the summer and create a scrapbook, writing captions for each item he or she includes.
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